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Focused on Interim Healthcare Leadership
NHS Solutions is an industry leading, specialty hospital search firm focused on
short-term manager, director, VP, and C-level clinical and non-clinical
management positions. Some companies focus on locum tenens and travelling
nurses. Others provide retained or contingent permanent search and/or
consulting services. A few of these companies ‘add on’ interim staffing as an
opportunistic afterthought. At NHS Solutions all we do is interim staffing. As a
result, we have become nationally recognized as best-in-class because of our
successful focus.

Proven Transitional Hospital Leaders
NHS Solutions consistently provides experienced leaders who solve complex
challenges facing hospitals today. Whether it is providing support through a
Joint Commission review, increasing surgical services revenue, reducing ED
cost, controlling overtime in Med Surg, improving patient satisfaction scores or

Why Work with NHS Solutions

assisting in the delicate task of closing a hospital, NHS Solutions management

Proven results. We have one of the largest

professionals have the demonstrated experience to achieve results and improve

databases of proven, active interim leaders in

performance.

the country.
Reduced risk. We only use W2 employees

Three Unique Pricing Models

and avoid any risk of employee
misclassification.

All-inclusive model. This includes all the direct and indirect costs associated

Best-in-class support. We are fast, flexible,

with an interim employee in one fee. There are no additional fees or “soft costs”

efficient and reasonable. Our employees are

for the hospital simplifying the budget process.

empowered to make decisions.

Fee plus expenses model. You receive the full support of the all-inclusive
model but the expenses are invoiced as incurred with no markup and full
transparency.
Fee only model. The hospital hires the employee and pays the interim
expenses directly. NHSS issues a bi-weekly service fee as long as the interim is
on assignment with no minimum term commitments.

www.nhss.com
(503) 639 8000

